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Working for you

Working in Europe

John is the UK Conservative spokesman on the Regional Development
Committee (REGI) which has one of the largest budgets in the Parliament. Over
the two years of John’s service many millions of pounds have been returned to
the East of England under REGI programs.

As a member of the Fisheries Committee (PECH) John has worked hard to protect
the interests of East coast ﬁshermen, including being at the forefront of their
successful campaign to ban “electric” pulse ﬁshing. John has also been central on
forming a European strategy for removing plastic waste from our oceans.

John has visited both northern and southern Ireland to see for himself the issues
eﬀecting both “the border” and the southern Irish ﬁshing communities. He
shuttles between Brussels and Strasbourg and his home in the Colne Valley in
the heart of the East of England, on a weekly basis.
He often speaks out against the nonsense of the “travelling
circus” two centre Parliament.

Working Locally

John is of no doubt that properly leaving the European
Union is in the best interests of both his constituency –
The East of England and for the United Kingdom as a whole.
It represents a once in a generation opportunity to re-shape Britain into a
globally focused Country that truly works for everyone, not just some
metropolitan self declared elite.

John says ”The way in which the EU has negotiated over the two years since
the referendum – when more people voted to Leave than have ever voted
for anything else before in the history of our Country – has driven many
previous cautious Remain voters to now support Brexit. This is encouraging
as the Country must come together, shrug oﬀ the attitude of “managed
decline”, forge new trading links across the globe and take back our rightful,
independent place as the ﬁfth largest economy on the world stage.”
John regularly speaks to both political and non-political
meetings across the huge “region” of the six historic Counties
of the East of England - Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex,
Hertfordshire, Norfolk and Suﬀolk. He regularly deals with
MPs, Ministers and Councillors on issues ranging from
Housing, Transport and Environmental protection.

Working for Improved Animal Welfare
John is a tireless campaigner on a wide range of Animal Welfare
issues. He is a key player in the #EndTheCageAge campaign to
liberate farm animals from a life in cages and also the pressure
to legislate to Stop Live Export for slaughter from the UK. In
October 2018 he published a book Animals Can’t Vote... But you can!
which has been critically acclaimed.

As acknowledgment of his work in the
European Parliament he was elected as Vice
President of the cross Party Animal Welfare
are
Intergroup. He has also twice been named
ed as
Parliamentarian of the month.

BREXIT STOP PRESS

It seems likely that due to the impasse in Westminster the UK may need to
contend the European Elections one last time. John is clear he would have
preferred to Leave on 29th March as was promised by both Labour and
Conservative manifestos. However,
the Westminster Parliament
decided to ignore the referendum
result. John has always believed
that while the UK is in the EU it is
important to be fully engaged in
the decision making. He takes the
view “If there is a job to be done
lets do it really well” this will be his
attitude as long as he serves the
East of England as an MEP.
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Ending plastic pollution in the ocean
is a major concern for John

Addressing a rally in central London
before leading a march

Speaking up in committee to Ban Live
animal export for slaughter.

Speaking in the UK on the need to ban
Live Transport.
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John worked with colleagues for years to ensure
the Brexit Referendum

John opened a new successful
Suﬀolk Vets practice in 2018

John’s interest in animal welfare stems from a love of the
land – his family goes back 12 generations of farm workers

Visiting an Essex family pig farm – pleased to see
animals raised organically and in good conditions.
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John saved a Bulgarian Cow - Penka - from
unnecessary slaughter due to EU regulations

Inadvertently became a Bulgarian hero
#Penkathecow

#makefurhistory John highlighting the
appalling conditions that prevail on fur farms.

Representing the East of England in the
Parliament chamber
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John is a “cage ﬁghter” to end the horrors of
cage Farming. Join by signing #EndTheCageAge.

#Stopthemachine. John believes
industrialised animal production is wrong

On world book day John was pleased to
receive an endorsement for his book.

#skyoceanrescue Supporting this excellent
initiative to reduce plastics in our oceans.
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John regularly hosts school and college
visits to the Parliament.

Chairing a meeting on animal
welfare in Brussels

John meeting East coast Fishermen and
supporting their campaign to #endpulsefishing

John joined a cross Party alliance which won a
Parliamentary vote to stop "Electric" / Pulse Fishing in
Europe.
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Your opinions and views matter to John. Please feel free to
contact him or for more details on campaigns and future
speeches visit
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